Severity of Diabetes Governs Vascular Lipoprotein Lipase by Affecting Enzyme Dimerization and Disassembly
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OBJECTIVE—In diabetes, when glucose consumption is restricted, the heart adapts to use fatty acid (FA) exclusively. The majority of FA provided to the heart comes from the breakdown of circulating triglyceride (TG), a process catalyzed by lipoprotein lipase (LPL) located at the vascular lumen. The objective of the current study was to determine the mechanisms behind LPL processing and breakdown after moderate and severe diabetes.

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS—To induce acute hyperglycemia, diazoxide, a selective, ATP-sensitive K⁺ channel opener was used. For chronic diabetes, streptozotocin, a β-cell-specific toxin was administered at doses of 55 or 100 mg/kg to generate moderate and severe diabetes, respectively. Cardiac LPL processing into active dimers and breakdown at the vascular lumen was investigated.

RESULTS—After acute hyperglycemia and moderate diabetes, more LPL is processed into an active dimeric form, which involves the endoplasmic reticulum chaperone calnexin. Severe diabetes results in increased conversion of LPL into inactive monomers at the vascular lumen, a process mediated by FA-induced expression of angiopoietin-like protein 4 (Angptl-4).

CONCLUSIONS—In acute hyperglycemia and moderate diabetess, exaggerated LPL processing to dimeric, catalytically active enzyme increases coronary LPL, delivering more FA to the heart when glucose utilization is compromised. In severe chronic diabetes, to avoid lipid oversupply, FA-induced expression of Angptl-4 leads to conversion of LPL to inactive monomers at the coronary lumen to impede TG hydrolysis. Results from this study advance our understanding of how diabetes changes coronary LPL, which could contribute to cardiovascular complications seen with this disease.

Energy demand of the heart is met by oxidation of multiple substrates, which include glucose and fatty acids (FA) (1,2). The latter substrate is a favorite fuel, with almost 70% of ATP generated from oxidation of FA under normal conditions (3). However, based on their availability under different physiological and pathophysiological conditions, the heart can rapidly switch its substrate selection (4,5). In diabetes, when glucose consumption is restricted as a result of impaired glucose transport, glycolysis, and pyruvate oxidation, the heart adapts to use FA exclusively (2). Regrettably, this adjustment could be deleterious, since excess FA delivery leads to lipid overload (lipotoxicity), and eventually cardiomyopathy.

Exogenous FA are provided to the heart from FA bound to albumin or subsequent to breakdown of circulating triglyceride (TG)-rich lipoproteins by lipoprotein lipase (LPL) (6,7). This enzyme, bound to heparan sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG) binding sites, and strategically located at the vascular lumen side of endothelial cells, hydrolyzes TG to release FA (8). Endothelial cells do not express LPL (9). In the heart, LPL is synthesized and processed in cardiomyocytes, transported to myocyte cell-surface HSPGs, and eventually transported to the coronary lumen (10,11).

Studies from our laboratory have demonstrated a robust increase of coronary LPL in an animal model of moderate diabetes; these animals develop hyperglycemia without any change in circulating TG or FA (12–14). As the increase in LPL occurred in the absence of any change in gene expression in the whole heart, we hypothesized that LPL is regulated by posttranscriptional mechanisms. In this regard, we reported an augmented trafficking of LPL from the Golgi to the myocyte surface, and ultimately the vascular lumen (12,13,15). Notwithstanding this augmented trafficking, other posttranslational mechanisms could also play important roles in regulating LPL after diabetes. Catalytically active LPL at the vascular lumen is a homodimer, with two inactive monomeric subunits assembled noncovalently in a head-to-tail fashion (16–18). This assembly relies on processing in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and involves multiple steps, including early association with the ER-resident chaperones calnexin/calreticulin and subsequent dimerization facilitated by lipase maturation factor 1 (LMF1) (19–23). Association with calnexin/calreticulin allows nascent LPL folding into a proper tertiary structure qualified for dimerization; only dimeric LPL is active and competent to exit the ER, en route for secretion (19,20,22).

Compared with moderate diabetes, animals with severe diabetes demonstrate a decline in coronary LPL (13). As these animals exhibit elevated circulating FA in addition to hyperglycemia, we assumed that LPL-mediated FA delivery would be redundant, and hence is “turned off” (13). Mechanisms proposed for this decline in vascular LPL include impaired LPL vesicle transport, FA-induced displacement of enzyme from endothelial HSPGs, and direct inactivation of the enzyme by product inhibition (13,24,25).

A newly identified member of the angiopoietin family, angiopoietin-like protein 4 (Angptl-4), could also be added to this list. Angptl-4 converts dimeric LPL into inactive monomers, thereby reducing LPL activity at the vascular lumen (26,27). It is possible that in severe diabetes, elevated circulating FA stimulates Angptl-4 expression, and eventually LPL inhibition. The objective of the current study was to determine the contribution of enzyme assembly and disassembly in regulating cardiac LPL activity after moderate and severe diabetes.
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

Experimental animals. The investigation conforms to the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals published by National Institutes of Health and the University of British Columbia. Adult male Wistar rats (250–320 g) were used. To induce acute hyperglycemia, diazoxide (DZ), a selective, ATP-sensitive K⁺ channel opener was administered intraperitoneally at 106 mg/kg. DZ causes a rapid decrease of insulin secretion within 1 h, and the animals remained hyperglycemic for 4 h (28–30). Four hours after DZ, animals were killed and hearts were removed. For chronic diabetes, streptozocin (STZ), a β-cell-specific toxin was administered as a single dose intravenously to more closely mimic type 1 diabetes (12,13). STZ was given at doses of 55 (D55) or 100 (D100) mg/kg. With D55, animals are insulin deficient but do not require insulin supplementation for survival (moderate diabetes). Unlike D55, D100 animals also develop hyperlipidemia and are not able to survive beyond 4 days without insulin supplementation (severe diabetes). STZ animals were kept for 4 days before hearts were removed.

Isolated heart perfusion. Hearts were isolated and perfused retrogradely (14). To measure coronary LPL, perfusion solution was changed to buffer containing heparin (5 units/mL). Perfusion effluent was collected to measure LPL activity. Subsequent to LPL displacement, hearts were used for heparin–sepharose chromatography. To evaluate the effect of Angptl-4 on LPL at the vascular lumen, hearts from control and D55 animals were perfused with or without 1 ng/mL purified Angptl-4 for 1 h in a recirculating mode. Perfusates were collected and run on a heparin–sepharose column. After Angptl-4 perfusion, the hearts were perfused with heparin to release LPL activity remaining at the vascular lumen.

Isolation of cardiac myocytes. Ventricular, calcium-tolerant myocytes were prepared by a previously described procedure (31).

Treatments. The glucosidase inhibitor castanospermine (Cs; 50 mM/L, 2 h) was used to interrupt the association between LPL and calnexin. Colocalization of LPL and calnexin was observed using immunofluorescence. LPL activity released into the medium and remaining in the myocytes was also measured. Myocytes were also exposed to 25 mM/L glucose (high glucose [HG]) and 1.0 mM/L palmitic acid (PA) bound to 1% BSA (HG+PA) for 2 h. Cells were then lysed and run on a heparin–sepharose column to evaluate the impact of HG+PA on processing of newly synthesized LPL. Cells were preincubated with 50 mM/L cyclohexamide (CHX; 1 h) to inhibit protein synthesis. Subsequently, cells were washed and treated with HG+PA for another hour, and LPL activity released into the media was determined. Calnexin and LPL colocalization was also visualized at the indicated times. To study the effect of PA on Angptl-4 expression, isolated myocytes were treated with 1.0 mM/L PA for 4–24 h, and Angptl-4 mRNA was determined by RT-qPCR. These animals also exhibited an increase in circulating insulin. Injection of DZ resulted in stable hyperglycemia within 4 h. These animals also exhibited an increase in circulating levels of NEFA. Although administration of STZ at both doses produced hyperglycemia of equal intensity as that seen with DZ, only D100 animals showed a robust elevation in circulating PA and TG levels (Table 1).

RESULTS

General characteristics of the experimental animals. Injection of DZ resulted in stable hyperglycemia within 4 h. These animals also exhibited an increase in circulating levels of NEFA. Although administration of STZ at both doses produced hyperglycemia of equal intensity as that seen with DZ, only D100 animals showed a robust elevation in circulating PA and TG levels (Table 1).

Processing of LPL into an active dimeric enzyme is increased after DZ. LPL is an enzyme present in two forms based on its affinity to a heparin–sepharose column. Monomeric LPL has low affinity to the column, is predominantly eluted in 0.4–0.75 mol/L NaCl fractions, and has no catalytic activity. Active LPL is a homodimer eluted at higher concentrations of NaCl (1.0–1.5 mol/L) (20,27). We found that the majority of LPL in the heart is monomeric (eluted at 0.75 mol/L NaCl), with only ~30% of the enzyme in the form of dimers (eluted in 1.0 mol/L NaCl fractions) accounting for all of the LPL activity (Supplementary Fig. 1). Consistent with our previous studies, total LPL protein remained unchanged after acute hyperglycemia induced by DZ (Fig. 1A). However, when equal amounts of homogenate protein were loaded onto a heparin–sepharose column, the 1.0 mol/L fractions from DZ hearts demonstrated higher LPL activity (Fig. 1B) and protein (Fig. 1C), suggesting the presence of more dimeric LPL in these hearts.
Dimeric LPL could be located either at the vascular lumen or within cardiomyocytes. To determine vascular LPL, hearts were perfused with heparin, and LPL activity was measured in the perfusate. DZ hearts possessed increased LPL activity at this site (Fig. 2A). After stripping of the dimeric enzyme from the vascular lumen with heparin, hearts with predominantly myocyte LPL were then subjected to a heparin–sepharose column. Interestingly, in addition to the vascular lumen, DZ hearts also harbored increased dimeric LPL in cardiomyocytes (Fig. 2B, lane 1 vs. 3). Maturation of LPL including dimerization occurs within the ER of cardiomyocytes. To further localize myocyte LPL dimers, we used endo H to digest dimeric LPL. Endo H cleaves the glycan chains of LPL based on their processing stages in different cellular organelles; the 57- and 55-kDa products represent LPL that has either passed or is present within Golgi apparatus, respectively, whereas the 52-kDa band refers to LPL undergoing processing inside the ER (19,20). Interestingly, DZ hearts had a higher proportion of dimeric LPL at a post-ER processing stage (Fig. 2B, lane 2 vs. 4), implicating augmented maturation of LPL after DZ. To examine whether this is due to acute exposure to a hyperglycemic and hyperlipidemic environment seen in DZ animals, isolated cardiomyocytes were incubated with HG+PA for 2 h. Using the same conditions, we have previously found an accelerated LPL trafficking from Golgi to the myocyte surface. HG+PA also increased dimerization of LPL (Fig. 2C), indicating that processing of LPL could be a prerequisite for trafficking.

FIG. 1. Acute hyperglycemia increases cardiac LPL dimerization. Male Wistar rats were made hyperglycemic by injecting 100 mg/kg DZ i.p. Four hours after injection, animals were killed and hearts were removed. Total LPL protein expression was determined using Western blot normalized to GAPDH. Results are the mean ± SE of six animals in each group (A). Ventricles were lysed with 25 mmol/L ammonia buffer, pH 8.2, containing 1% Triton X-100, 0.1% SDS, 10 units/mL heparin, and protease inhibitor. Equal amounts of total protein from control (CON) and DZ heart homogenates were loaded onto a heparin–sepharose column and eluted with increasing concentrations of NaCl (0.25, 0.75, 1.0, and 1.5 mol/L). One milliliter fractions were collected and examined for LPL activity. Before the activity assay, aliquots of each fraction were diluted with equilibration buffer containing BSA to adjust NaCl concentration to 0.25 mol/L and BSA to 1 mg/mL. Elution was repeated with samples from six animals in each group, but only a representative heparin–sepharose chromatography is illustrated (B). Peak LPL activity is presented as mean ± SE from six animals in each group (B, inset). Fractions with LPL activity (1.0 mol/L) were combined and precipitated by TCA before Western blot for LPL was carried out (C). Results are the mean ± SE of six animals in each group. *Significantly different from control, P < 0.05. AU, arbitrary units.
Calnexin is required for LPL processing and is enhanced after diabetes. LPL is a glycan protein whose processing into active dimers requires its association with ER-resident chaperones like calnexin/calreticulin to allow proper folding. Using immunofluorescence, LPL and calnexin were found to be intensively colocalized at the perinuclear region (Fig. 3A). LPL association with this chaperone was further confirmed by immunoprecipitation (Fig. 3A, inset). Cs is a glucosidase inhibitor that blocks trimming of LPL glycan chains, such that it cannot be recognized by calnexin (22). Using Cs, we were able to inhibit the association between LPL and calnexin; a complete absence of the perinuclear colocalization of these proteins was observed (Fig. 3B, inset). This hindered LPL secretion and processing; both secreted (Fig. 3B) and intracellular (Fig. 3C) LPL activity declined in the presence of Cs, likely due to reduced LPL dimerization (Fig. 3C, inset). To determine whether HG+PA augmented LPL processing by affecting the association between calnexin and newly synthesized LPL, cardiomyocytes were pre-treated with the protein synthesis inhibitor CHX. After 1 h, as a result of no newly synthesized LPL entry into the ER, CHX abolished the association between LPL and calnexin (Fig. 3D, inset 2). Upon removal of CHX and renewal of protein synthesis, association between newly synthesized LPL and calnexin was visualized in the presence or absence of HG+PA. One hour after re-entry of LPL into the ER, newly synthesized LPL was observed colocalized with calnexin at the perinuclear region (Fig. 3D, inset 3). However, in contrast to Cs, even though HG+PA attenuated this colocalization (Fig. 3D, inset 4), more LPL was observed present at the cell surface, suggesting that more enzyme had completed processing under these conditions. Increased LPL processing was also reflected by more active LPL being released into the media (Fig. 3D).
To examine LPL processing subsequent to chronic diabetes, 55 mg/kg of STZ was administered to generate “moderate diabetes.” Similar to DZ, although chronic diabetes did not increase total LPL protein (data not shown), D55 hearts also demonstrated higher amounts of dimeric LPL (Fig. 4A). The importance of calnexin in LPL processing is also suggested in D55 hearts; augmented LPL dimerization in these hearts was accompanied by increased calnexin expression (Fig. 4B). However, we did not observe the same increase in calnexin when cardiomyocytes were acutely exposed to HG+PA (data not shown). Another crucial factor for LPL dimerization, LMF1, was found to be unchanged after D55 (Supplementary Fig. 2). Overall, our data suggest that after diabetes, more LPL is processed into its active dimeric form, which appears to involve the ER chaperone calnexin.

Severe diabetes reduces dimeric LPL in the heart with increased expression of Angptl-4. Increasing the dose of STZ to 100 mg/kg (D100) produced hyperglycemia similar to that observed in D55 animals. However, unlike D55, D100 animals developed severe hyperlipidemia (Table 1). Additionally, in contrast to D55, D100 animals showed a decline in dimeric LPL, both in the whole heart (Fig. 5A) and at the vascular lumen (Fig. 5B). This effect on LPL was not a result of decreased calnexin expression in D100 (Fig. 5C) but was accompanied by a robust increase in Angptl-4 serum concentrations (Fig. 5D). Furthermore, cardiac expression of Angptl-4 protein (Fig. 5E) and mRNA (Fig. 5E, inset) was also found to be higher in D100 animals. Angptl-4 is capable of inhibiting LPL activity and its expression is stimulated by FA. To test the direct inhibitory effect of Angptl-4 on LPL, dimeric LPL collected

FIG. 3. LPL maturation requires calnexin and is enhanced by HG and PA. Plated myocytes from control (CON) were immunostained with LPL (red) and calnexin (green). DAPI was used to stain the nuclei (blue), and colocalization of LPL and calnexin was visualized (Merge, yellow) (A). Cells were lysed with CHAPS lysis buffer (50 mmol/L HEPES buffer, pH 7.5, containing 1% CHAPS, 200 mmol/L NaCl, and protease inhibitor). Cell lysate of cardiomyocytes from control animals were immunoprecipitated using anti-calnexin (IP:Cn) antibody overnight at 4°C. The immunocomplex was captured by anti-rabbit Ig IP beads and immunoblotted for LPL. Direct Western blot of cell lysate was carried out as a positive control (P) (A, inset). Dividing lines on Western blot images describe where bands from the same blot have been juxtaposed. Isolated myocytes were incubated in the presence or absence of Cs for 2 h. At the end of treatment, colocalization of LPL and calnexin was visualized (B, inset). LPL activity released into the medium (B) and remaining in the myocytes (C) was measured. Treated cardiomyocytes were also loaded onto a heparin–sepharose column to determine the amount of dimeric LPL (C, inset). Results are the mean ± SE of three repeated experiments using different animals. *Significantly different from control, *P < 0.05. **Significantly different from control, **P < 0.01. Isolated myocytes were preincubated with 50 μmol/L CHX for 1 h. After sufficient washing to remove CHX, cells were treated with HG+PA or BSA only (CON) for another hour. LPL activity released into the media within this hour was measured (D). Results are the mean ± SE of three repeated experiments using different animals. *Significantly different from control, *P < 0.05. Cells were also fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde before (D, inset 1) or after (inset 2) preincubation with CHX, and also after treatment with (inset 3) or without (inset 4) HG+PA. Colocalization of LPL and calnexin (yellow) in these conditions was visualized by immunofluorescence. Scale bar, 25 μm. (A high-quality digital representation of this figure is available in the online issue.)
from the vascular lumen of D55 animals was incubated with purified Angptl-4 in vitro. The inhibition of LPL activity by Angptl-4 was fast (within 15 min) and dose dependent, with 1 μg/mL Angptl-4 inhibiting ~85% of the enzyme activity at 2 h (Fig. 6A). It should be noted that the serum concentration of Angptl-4 in D100 animals (1 ng/mL) was effective in inhibiting ~20% of LPL activity in vitro (Fig. 6A). When this concentration of Angptl-4 was perfused through D55 hearts for 1 h, LPL activity remaining at the vascular lumen was reduced (Fig. 6C). Interestingly, this reduction in LPL activity correlated with an increased appearance of monomeric LPL in the perfusion buffer (Fig. 6B) and a decline in dimeric LPL remaining at the coronary lumen (Fig. 6C, inset), suggesting that the inhibitory action of Angptl-4 on LPL is through the conversion of dimeric LPL into monomers, which in turn reduces its affinity to the binding sites at the vascular lumen. This inhibitory effect of Angptl-4 was also observed in isolated hearts (Supplementary Fig. 3A) and cardiomyocytes (Supplementary Fig. 3B and C) from control animals. To duplicate the elevated serum NEFA level seen in D100 animals, isolated cardiomyocytes were treated with 1.0 mmol/L PA for 4–24 h. Within 4 h of exposure to PA, Angptl-4 mRNA did not change significantly. However, at 12 h, increase in Angptl-4 mRNA was observed, an effect that was even more dramatic after a 24-h exposure to PA (Fig. 6D).

**DISCUSSION**

The majority of FA provided to the heart comes from breakdown of circulating TG, a process catalyzed by LPL located at the vascular lumen (35). In mice with cardiac overexpression of LPL, excess lipid uptake is evident, with development of dilated cardiomyopathy (36). Paradoxically, chronic cardiac depletion of LPL is also associated with a decrease in cardiac ejection fraction (37). Thus, cardiac LPL is of crucial importance for regulating lipid metabolism in hearts, and disturbing its innate function is sufficient to cause cardiomyopathy. Diabetes is a unique metabolic disorder during which either an increase (moderate type 1 diabetes) or decrease (severe type 1 diabetes) in vascular LPL activity is observed. Data from this study suggest that after acute hyperglycemia and moderate diabetes, more LPL is processed into an active dimeric form, whereas severe diabetes is associated with increased conversion of LPL into inactive monomers (Fig. 7).

In type 1 diabetic patients, insulin supplementation can never mimic the exquisite control of glucose by pancreatic insulin seen in normal individuals. Multiple finger pricks and insulin injections (three to four per day) mean poor patient compliance, repeated exposure to bouts of inadequate glucose control (and a shift in cardiac metabolism), and cardiovascular disease in the long term. To imitate this poorly controlled type 1 diabetic patient exposed to acute hyperglycemia, we used DZ. Measurement of LPL protein expression in the heart revealed no change after acute hyperglycemia. However, the drawback with this measurement is that it does not distinguish active LPL from its inactive monomeric form. Using the heparin–sepharose column, our data for the first time show that acute hyperglycemia can indeed increase the amount of dimeric LPL in the heart. We are unaware of a similar increase in dimeric LPL in other physiology or pathology. In fact, the reverse is often seen with lipid metabolism disorders. In one case of human familial LPL deficiency, the Tyr262→His mutation of the LPL gene results in shifting of dimeric LPL to monomers (38). In addition, in cell lines derived from animals with a mutation (cld) that impairs posttranslational processing of LPL, a significant amount of inactive LPL is produced as aggregated monomers (21). The increased dimeric LPL in the whole heart after acute hyperglycemia correlated well with the elevated LPL activity at the vascular lumen. Our data suggest that after a rapid rise in circulating glucose, a unique augmentation in LPL dimerization contributes toward increased coronary enzyme, delivering more FA to the heart.

After stripping of dimeric LPL from the vascular lumen, more LPL dimers were still evident in the myocytes from acute diabetic animals. These dimeric LPL could be located inside the ER, Golgi, or secretion vesicles or at the myocyte surface. Interestingly, the majority of dimeric LPL displayed resistance to endo H digestion (20). This suggested that after DZ, LPL processing is very efficient, with more LPL completing its maturation in the ER before moving to the Golgi. Early processing of LPL into a conformation competent for dimerization is suggested to involve chaperones like calreticulin/calnexin. For example, in a transfected sf21 cell line, folding/dimerization of human LPL is only promoted when calreticulin is coexpressed (39). In addition, the impaired LPL processing
seen in cld/cld mice is related to a decreased expression of calnexin (40). In our study, LPL in control cardiomyocytes was found associated with calnexin. As interruption of this association by Cs hindered LPL dimerization and secretion, our data imply that calnexin is important for LPL processing in the heart.

We have previously found that HG+PA increased LPL trafficking from the Golgi to myocyte surface (12,15). The current data suggest that HG and PA are also responsible for enhanced LPL dimerization. To test whether the effect of an acute diabetic environment on LPL processing is not a transient response, we turned to a more chronic diabetes model using D55 animals. A significant increase in the amount of LPL dimers correlated with an increased expression of calnexin in D55 hearts. As no change in LMF1 gene expression was observed, our data suggest that chronic diabetes.

FIG. 5. Severe diabetes reduces LPL dimers with an increase in Angptl-4. Animals were made moderately or severely diabetic by injecting STZ at a dose of 55 (D55) or 100 mg/kg (D100), respectively, and kept for 4 days. Hearts were isolated and equal amounts of homogenate protein from CON, D55, and D100 were loaded onto a heparin–sepharose column and eluted with increasing concentrations of NaCl. LPL activity in the 1.0 mol/L fractions was measured, and peak activity presented as mean ± SE of five animals in each group (A). In a separate experiment, hearts from CON, D55, and D100 were perfused with heparin (5 units/mL), perfusates were collected at the indicated times, and LPL activity was determined (B, representative graph). These perfusates at the indicated times were pooled and loaded onto a heparin–sepharose column. Dimeric LPL in the 1.0 mol/L fractions was determined using TCA precipitation followed by Western blot (B, inset). Results are the mean ± SE of three animals in each group. *Significantly different from control, P < 0.05. Heart homogenates from CON, D55, and D100 were also used for Western blot to detect calnexin (Cn) (C) or Angptl-4 (E) protein expressions normalized by GAPDH. Serum samples were collected from the different groups to detect Angptl-4 using an ELISA assay (D). Angptl-4 mRNA expression from CON and D100 hearts was analyzed by real-time quantitative PCR. Gene expression was evaluated by normalizing to 18S-ribosomal RNA and plotted as fold over control (E, inset). Results are the mean ± SE of five animals in each group. *Significantly different from control, P < 0.05. **Significantly different from control, P < 0.01.
diabetes may have a profound impact on the early processing events of LPL dimerization. It is possible that the increased calnexin expression after chronic diabetes is related to the unfolded protein response (UPR), an adaptive mechanism that augments protein processing efficiency after ER stress (41). One of the three well-defined arms of UPR includes up-regulation of ER chaperone expression through activation of inositol-requiring kinase 1 (IRE-1) on the ER membrane (42,43). It should be noted that acute exposure to HG+PA had no effect on calnexin expression. Nevertheless, this environment could still alter the processing efficiency of LPL by affecting chaperone activity and accessibility in the ER through calcium and extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK-1). Calcium is an important

FIG. 6. Angptl-4, which reduces LPL activity, is upregulated by FA. Hearts from D55 animals were perfused with heparin to release LPL at the vascular lumen. Fractions with peak LPL activity were then incubated with purified human Angptl-4 at a final concentration of 1 ng/mL, 0.1 µg/mL, and 1 µg/mL. Reaction mix was incubated at 37°C and LPL activity at the indicated times was determined (A). Results are the mean ± SE from three repeated experiments. Hearts from D55 animals were also directly perfused with or without 1 ng/mL purified Angptl-4 for 1 h. Perfusion buffer was collected at the end of this period. Monomeric LPL released into the perfusates was isolated by collecting the 0.75 mol/L fractions from the heparin–sepharose column and quantified by Western blot (B). After Angptl-4 perfusion, hearts were subsequently perfused with 5 units/mL heparin to release LPL activity remaining at the vascular lumen. LPL activity in the perfusate is expressed as area under curve over the 3-min perfusion (C). These perfusates over 3 min were pooled and loaded onto a heparin–sepharose column to visualize dimeric LPL in the 1.0 mol/L fractions (C, inset). Results are the mean ± SE of three animals in each group. Isolated cardiomyocytes were incubated with 1.0 mmol/L PA for 4, 12, or 24 h. mRNA expression of Angptl-4 was quantified by real-time PCR and compared with control (CON) treated with 1% BSA (D). Protein expression of Angptl-4 after 24 h incubation with PA is illustrated in the inset. Results are the mean ± SE of five repeated experiments using different animals. *Significantly different from control, *P < 0.05. **Significantly different from control, *P < 0.01. AU, arbitrary units; AUC, area under curve.
cofactor for protein folding in the ER, facilitating LPL dimerization, and can also impact the structural stability and substrate recognition of calnexin (44,45). ERK-1, activated in an IRE-dependent manner, can directly phosphorylate calnexin at Ser563, resulting in its recruitment to ribosomes, potentially rendering it more accessible to newly synthesized proteins (46,47). The role of calcium and ERK-1 on LPL maturation, and how diabetes could potentially alter LPL processing through these pathways, requires investigation.

In contrast to D55, D100 animals have a more profound loss of pancreatic β-cells and reduction in circulating insulin. Under these conditions, excessive lipolysis and hepatic lipoprotein secretion increases serum FA and TG, respectively. Thus, these doses of STZ represent a continuum of poor glycemic control, from moderate (D55) to severe (D100). To avoid lipid overload, LPL activity at the coronary lumen decreased in D100 hearts, and this could be due to enzyme inactivation by conversion from a dimeric to monomeric conformation (26). Angptl-4, identified to bring about this conversion, is expressed in various tissues, including white adipose tissue, liver, heart, and skeletal muscle (48). This secreted protein can function in circulation, breaking down vascular LPL (49). Our data, for the first time, report a robust increase of Angptl-4 protein, both in the serum and heart tissue from D100 animals, an effect that was not seen in D55. Given that the serum concentration of Angptl-4 in D100 was capable of inhibiting the activity of vascular LPL released from D55 hearts in vitro, we assumed that introduction of Angptl-4 to D55 hearts would give these hearts a D100 phenotype. Indeed, a drop of LPL activity was observed at the vascular lumen in D55 hearts perfused with Angptl-4, an effect that correlated well with the inhibitory efficiency in vitro. The reduction of coronary LPL activity could be due to the increased conversion of dimeric LPL into monomers, with subsequent detachment from the vascular binding sites. This effect of Angptl-4 was also evident in control hearts. Long chain FA, through activation of proliferator-activated receptor δ, has been reported to increase the transcription of Angptl-4 in skeletal muscle cells (50). In our study, as Angptl-4 expression in cardiomyocytes was also up-regulated after exposure to PA (more than 4 h), the decrease of LPL in D100 could be through an FA–Angptl-4 pathway. As this effect was absent in DZ that had short term hyperlipidemia (less than 4 h), our data suggest that “turning off” LPL requires prolonged exposure to FA. Whether the increased expression of Angptl-4 seen in D100 hearts could contribute toward inhibition of LPL at the coronary lumen is currently unknown. Nevertheless, purified Angptl-4 was capable of directly inhibiting LPL in or on cardiomyocytes. In addition, in mice overexpressing Angptl-4 specifically in the heart, a reduced cardiac LPL activity was found without affecting this enzyme in other LPL-expressing tissues, implying a tight link between tissue-specific Angptl-4 and local or proximal vascular LPL activity (48).

In summary, after diabetes, recruitment of LPL to the vascular lumen could represent an immediate compensatory response to guarantee FA supply. In moderate type 1 diabetes, an exaggerated LPL processing to dimeric, catalytically active enzyme increases vascular LPL, delivering more FA to the heart when glucose utilization is compromised. In severe diabetes, FA-induced expression of Angptl-4 leads to conversion of LPL to inactive monomers at the coronary lumen to impede TG hydrolysis and FA supply. We suggest that both compensatory processes that alter the innate function of LPL at the vascular lumen during diabetes could be the forerunner for cardiomyopathy seen with this disease.

Limitations. When examining LPL in humans, heparin has been used to displace LPL, and either a decrease or no change in its activity has been reported in type 1 diabetic patients. As this approach releases LPL from other tissues, including skeletal muscle and adipose tissue, it is incapable of establishing cardiac LPL content. However, even if heart homogenates from patients with diabetes were used, it would still be inappropriate, as it would reflect total cardiac LPL and not the functional pool of enzyme at the coronary lumen. The animal models used in this study may not perfectly mimic the clinical condition. Nevertheless, they allowed us to distinguish functional LPL from total enzyme, and uncovered how inadequate glycemic control could lead to cardiovascular disease through manipulation of LPL-governed lipid metabolism.
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FIG. 7. Moderate and severe diabetes have a differential impact on LPL at the coronary lumen. In moderate diabetes, more monomeric LPL is processed into dimeric, catalytically active enzyme with the help of the ER chaperone calnexin. This increases LPL at the vascular lumen, breaking down more circulating TG to deliver increased FA to the heart. When glucose utilization is compromised. In severe diabetes, when FA are excessive, an FA-induced expression of Angptl-4 leads to conversion of LPL to inactive monomers at the vascular lumen to impede TG hydrolysis. EC, endothelial cells; Nu, nucleus.